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Abstract
Conventional wisdom holds that laser-based systems cannot
handle high mobility due to the strong directionality of
laser light. We challenge this belief by presenting Lasertag,
a generic framework that tightly integrates laser steering
with optical tracking to maintain laser connectivity with
high-velocity targets. Lasertag creates a constantly connected,
laser-based tether between the Lasertag core unit and a remote
target, irrespective of the target’s movement. Key elements of
Lasertag include (1) a novel optical design that superimposes
the optical paths of a steerable laser beam and image sensor,
(2) a lightweight optical tracking mechanism for passive
retroreflective markers, (3) an automated mapping method to
translate scene points to laser steering commands, and (4) a pre-
dictive steering algorithm that overcomes limited image sensor
frame rates and laser steering delays to quadruple the steering
rate up to 151 Hz. Experiments with the Lasertag prototype
demonstrate that, on average, Lasertag transmits a median 0.97
of laser energy with a median alignment offset of only 1.03 cm
for mobile targets accelerating up to 49 m/s2, with speeds
up to 6.5 m/s, and distances up to 6 m (≈47°/s). Additional
experiments translate the above performance to a 10−8 median
bit error rate across trials when transmitting a 1 Gbps, on-off
keying signal. Lasertag paves the way for various laser applica-
tions (e.g., communication, sensing, power delivery) in mobile
settings. A demonstration video of Lasertag is available at:

mobilex.cs.columbia.edu/lasertag

1 Introduction
The physical properties of laser light make it an excellent
medium for numerous applications. Examples include
high-bandwidth communication due to its fast modulation
speeds [25, 39, 53], efficient power delivery thanks to its high
energy density [27, 54, 55, 58], and fine-grained sensing given
its nanometer-level spectral widths [19, 43, 112, 149].

Despite its potential, the inherent directionality of laser
light has precluded its use in highly-mobile settings. Although
existing free-space optics (FSO) systems can track and steer
to fast-moving objects with predetermined trajectories (e.g.,
satellites) at kilometer-level distances, these systems are
unsuitable for emerging mobile applications – such as virtual
reality (VR) streaming and mobile power delivery – that
exhibit arbitrary trajectories at meter-level distances. Funda-
mentally, this discrepancy is due to the higher angular tracking
rate required for near-range targets. For example, a target 1m
away traveling at 5m/s requires an angular tracking rate of
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Figure 1: Lasertag maintains constant laser alignment with a flying
drone equipped with a passive retroreflective marker.
approximately 79°/s, in contrast with the 1.5°/s [141] rate
required to maintain laser connectivity with a low earth orbit
satellite moving at 7.8 km/s [96]. Compounding FSO’s insuf-
ficient tracking rate for emerging applications, these systems
are often bulky and unsuitable for mobile environments.

In this work, we bridge the gap between traditional FSO
systems and emerging mobile applications by enabling fast
tracking and laser steering using portable, off-the-shelf hard-
ware. To accomplish this task, we first consider various optical
designs and their corresponding characteristics. While diffus-
ing the beam can mitigate the alignment issue, it inevitably sac-
rifices supporting range and requires high-power laser diodes,
resulting in low energy efficiency. An alternative is to scan the
narrow laser beam in search of the target [16, 69, 114], which
entails delays of hundreds of milliseconds [18]. Such delays are
problematic for tracking fast motions such as consumer drone
and human head movements (both multiple m/s [28, 118]).
Additionally, once the target is acquired, additional scans may
be required to maintain tracking [16, 59, 83, 86, 116] resulting
in breaks in the laser link, which is unsuitable for applications
requiring constant connections (e.g., data transmission).

A more efficient approach is to separately track the target’s
movement and then steer the laser beam directly to the tar-
get’s location. While object tracking and laser steering are
well-explored endeavours on their own, their integration is
nontrivial on multiple fronts. First, the narrow-beam nature of
laser light leads to a low tolerance for positioning errors, render-
ing existing localization technologies insufficient for accurate
laser steering. Second, even if the target is perfectly positioned,
it is challenging to translate the object’s 3D location to the 2D
reference frame used by the laser-steering device: any offset
between the positioning and laser-steering device causes depth
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ambiguity (i.e., different object depths necessitate different
steering angles). This offset often cannot be measured due to
the unknown origin points within the positioning and steering
devices. Finally, mapping the steering device’s input to an out-
going beam angle requires exhaustive measurements which
are susceptible to human errors. This is further complicated
by additional optics (e.g., wide-angle lenses) used in portable
laser-steering systems [16–18, 75, 84], which affects both the
tracking unit’s perception of the scene and outgoing laser angle.

We present Lasertag to address the above practical issues.
Lasertag is a reconfigurable, application-agnostic platform
that tightly integrates laser steering and optical tracking in
support of numerous high mobility applications. As shown
in Figure 1, Lasertag provides a laser-based tether between
a laser diode and an arbitrary object, irrespective of the
object’s movement. Leveraging a novel optical design that
superimposes the optical paths of a steerable laser beam and
single image sensor, we efficiently fuse the power of computer
vision with the communication and sensing benefits of laser
light. The optical path sharing addresses the issue of depth
ambiguity and optical-element complications. Furthermore,
we exploit the physics of fluorescence to enable an automated,
precise mapping between any point in the scene and the laser
steering’s input drive signal. Finally, to overcome the limited
frame rate of low-cost image sensors and non-negligible
delays of laser steering devices, we propose a predictive
steering algorithm that forecasts the target’s future location,
interpolates its intermediate locations, and proactively steers
to the interpolated points until a new sensor reading is ready.

We fabricate a Lasertag prototype using off-the-shelf
hardware, and evaluate its performance in the context of
three applications where unidirectional,1 high-mobility laser
tethering is a necessity: ground-to-drone communication,
laser-based streaming of VR content, and mobile power de-
livery. Since application-specific performance fundamentally
relies on the ability to maintain a laser connection with a mov-
ing target, we focus on evaluating Lasertag’s tethering efficacy
by measuring the offset between the laser beam’s center and
the marker, as well as the received laser power at the target. We
then provide additional experiments and analyses to translate
the measured tethering performance to application-specific
performance. Finally, we examine Lasertag’s individual com-
ponents, its robustness, and power consumption. In summary:

• Lasertag, on average, tethers a laser beam to a mobile target’s
light sensor with a median offset of only 1.03 cm, delivering
a median normalized laser power of 0.97 for targets accel-
erating up to 49 m/s2, traveling with speeds up to 6.5 m/s,
and at distances up to 6 m (≈47°/s).

• The predictive steering algorithm boosts the tracking and
steering rate from 36 Hz to 151 Hz, delivering 15% higher
laser power and reducing alignment offset by 12% on

1Bidirectional applications can be supported with either a second Lasertag
unit on the mobile node or alternative communication techniques.
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Figure 2: Challenge of depth ambiguity,where changes in an object’s
depth (z1,z2,z3) require different steering angles (β1,β2,β3).

average across all velocity and trajectory patterns.
• Translating tethering efficacy to communication perfor-

mance, Lasertag maintains a median 10−8 bit error rate
(BER) for a 1 Gbps on-off keying (OOK) signal using predic-
tive steering, a 54 times smaller BER than baseline steering.

• Lasertag’s optical tracking reliably detects a passive retrore-
flective marker up to 6 m in the presence of confounding
background objects (e.g., LEDs, reflective objects) and
strong ambient light (up to 200 kLx).

• Lasertag supports a±95° steering range with≤3 dB loss.

2 System Challenges
The integration of laser steering and object tracking faces the
following challenges.
Small Beam Divergence. Laser-based systems typically
utilize narrowly collimated beams with small divergences
(0.0005◦ – 0.005◦) [66] for enhanced range and energy ef-
ficiency. This results in low tolerance of localization/tracking
errors. Existing localization methodologies using radio fre-
quencies (e.g., GPS [8], Wi-Fi [68, 120], and Bluetooth [3,
148]) have localization errors ranging from tens of centime-
ters [3, 68, 120, 148] to multiple meters (outdoor GPS [135]).
Similarly, for systems relying on inertial measurement units,
positioning errors can accumulate to meters in only a short
duration [36, 72]. These localization errors can easily cause a
laser beam to miss a target at meter-level distances, even with
perfect steering control. Diffused laser beams may mitigate this
issue, but at the cost of significantly reduced energy efficiency.
Depth Ambiguity. Even with perfect localization, it is chal-
lenging to translate the localization’s 3D reference frame to
the 2D reference frame of the outgoing laser beam. All com-
mon laser-steering devices, from bulky mechanical gimbals
to micro-electromechanical (MEMS) mirrors, convert an in-
put signal to a mechanical deflection around a mirror’s center
point. This 2D mechanical deflection steers the laser beam in
3D space so that it reaches the first object lying in its path.

As shown in Figure 2, the offset d between the positioning
mechanism and laser-steering device can cause depth ambigu-
ity when determining the 2D angle for steering the laser. This
offset leads to different views for the two units. Hence, even
locations that differ only in their depths (i.e., z0,z1,z2) require
different steering angles (β0,β1,β2) for the laser beam to reach
them. Therefore, to calculate the correct outgoing 2D angle
that will reach a target object in 3D space, an accurate mea-
surement of the offset d is crucial. Obtaining this measurement



is often impractical, as the positioning and steering devices
typically have unknown origin points somewhere within their
packaging, and even mm-level measurement inaccuracies
would cause the steered laser beam to miss its target.
Mapping Overhead. Compounding the above challenges,
the laser steering mechanism must be precisely characterized
to map input drive signals to outgoing steering angles, which
becomes even more difficult when using additional lenses.

Traditional free-space optics systems utilize bulky, slow,
and expensive gimbals to steer laser light to the target [115]. A
major benefit of these systems is their simple mapping between
input signal and output angle [132], often characterized
by the manufacturer during fabrication. High mobility
applications require smaller and faster steering devices,
typically in the form of MEMS mirrors. Unfortunately, MEMS
mirrors exhibit model-dependent nonlinear relationships
between input signal and output signal [89]. Mapping MEMS
mirror drive signals to deflection angles thus requires an
independent characterization, which is prone to human error,
time-consuming, and reduces the accuracy of the system.

Worsening the above issue, fast-steering MEMS mirrors
have an extremely limited steering range (e.g.,±7° mechanical
tilt) and therefore require additional optics to expand the
steering range to a desirable field-of-view (FOV) [16, 18].
These secondary optics not only increase the mapping
complexity and introduce more opportunities for error, but also
change the outgoing ray geometry so they no longer exit the
optical system from a single point. Instead, these rays exit the
optical system at different spatial positions along the exit lens
depending on steering angle, such that the offset d (Figure 2)
between the laser steering system and object positioning
system becomes angle-dependent. This significantly increases
the colocation complexity and requires an additional mapping.

3 Lasertag Design
To address the above challenges, we present Lasertag, a generic
framework that fuses laser steering with optical tracking. We
choose optical tracking because it provides the most flexibility
and ease of colocation compared to alternatives. We now
elaborate on the four key design elements of Lasertag.

3.1 Efficient Optical Path Sharing
The first design element tackles the issue of translating the
localization reference frame to the laser steering reference
frame. We propose a novel optical design that intrinsically
fuses the two together, efficiently sharing the optical path be-
tween the outgoing laser light and a single image sensor. This
optical arrangement eliminates manual and time-consuming
measurements to enable 2D laser steering in 3D space.

The proposed optical design requires only a single image
sensor for tracking. To understand the rationale, we envision a
hypothetical optical circuit consisting of an image sensor and
single focusing lens. The lens focuses light from the scene onto
the image sensor, creating a 2D projection of the 3D world. For
each patch of focused light, a chief ray (CR) exists, originating
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Figure 3: The optical design of Lasertag, enabling outgoing laser
light (red) to be mapped 1:1 with incoming scene light (purple).
from a 3D scene point and passing through the lens to project
onto a 2D pixel patch. With this optical circuit in mind, we can
then consider adding an imaginary laser steering mechanism
that is perfectly colocated with the image sensor. This laser
steering device is capable of steering a narrow laser beam (LR)
out through the same focusing lens, retracing the steps of the
incoming CR to reach the same object as imaged by the sensor.
In this way, a 2D pixel is mapped to a 2D angle relative to the
image sensor, thereby eliminating depth ambiguity.

To realize this optical design, we exploit two intrinsic
properties of laser light: strong linear polarization and narrow
emission wavelength. Specifically, we overlay the laser’s
outgoing optical path with an image sensor’s incoming optical
path (CR+LR) using a beamsplitter, which reflects laser light
out of the system and transmits incoming scene light onto
the image sensor. Our methodology – inspired by the field of
microscopy [97, 109] – maximizes the steered laser energy
without sacrificing imaging quality, thus enabling efficient
laser tethering. Figure 3 illustrates Lasertag’s optical design,
where additional lenses (e.g., triplet lens) create the proper
ray orientation for the optical circuit. The final fisheye lens
enables full-hemisphere steering and imaging of the scene.

To support our goal, we consider beamsplitters that redirect
light using either fixed ratios, wavelength (i.e., dichroic
beamsplitters), or polarization. Fixed-ratio beamsplitters
allow only a fixed ratio of transmission to reflection (e.g.,
10:90, 50:50), sacrificing transmitted laser power for imaging
brightness (or vice versa). Given the narrow spectral width
of laser light, dichroic beamsplitters, which reflect light
above/below a certain wavelength and transmit the remaining,
seem an obvious choice. Unfortunately, dichroic beamsplitters
cause the imaged scene to be extremely skewed in color (since
only light above or below the beamsplitter threshold would
reach the image sensor), and are often manufactured on thin
plates resulting in poor image quality due to ghosting [127].

To solve these challenges, we design our system around a
laser-line polarizing beamsplitter. These beamsplitters reflect
linearly polarized light lying within a narrow wavelength
range, and transmit light that is either (a) polarized in the other
direction, or (b) at a wavelength above the polarizing range.
This design leverages the fact that laser light is intrinsically
highly polarized and narrow in wavelength [108]. As a result,
our design can operate in two modes: one in which true
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Figure 4: Workflow for isolating the passive marker from cluttered backgrounds and steering the laser to the marker’s center.

scene color is desired, and one in which maximum scene
brightness is required. In the first case, since ambient light is
typically unpolarized, the image sensor sees all wavelengths
with approximately 50% attenuation in overall brightness. In
the second case, artificial light is injected into the scene at a
wavelength above the beamsplitter’s polarizing wavelength
range, at which it transmits all light, regardless of polarization
orientation. This enables the bulk of sensing light to be
transmitted back to the image sensor. Our prototype (§4)
implements the second mode. Notably, this requires the use of
separate laser and sensing wavelengths: a laser wavelength in-
side the beamsplitter’s specified polarizing wavelength range,
and a sensing wavelength outside it. Lasertag can be deployed
with any pair of wavelengths that satisfy this basic constraint.2

Since commercial beamsplitters are available in a variety of
polarizing ranges, the appropriate choice of laser and sensing
wavelengths primarily depends on application requirements
and channel characteristics. For instance, Lasertag should be
equipped with blue-green light sources for underwater scenar-
ios, given the lower attenuation of these wavelengths in water.
In contrast, for aerial power delivery applications, it would
be favorable to use an IR laser to match the responsitivity of
typical solar cells. Additionally, our design imposes no restric-
tions on the light sources’ optical powers, so that safety, power
consumption, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) requirements
can also be considered. Finally, since the outgoing light is
completely separable from the incoming light, the input laser
parameters have no impact on Lasertag’s sensing performance.

While several elements of the design are explored in existing
works (e.g., MEMS mirrors for laser beam steering [16, 75],
beamsplitting optics for colocation of laser steering and
detection components [6, 23, 32], fisheye lenses for expanding
laser steering range [16, 18, 22, 151]), the integration of
these elements for tracking and steering is nontrivial. The
optical characteristics must be carefully designed to create
the appropriate ray geometry for imaging and steering.

3.2 Fast Tracking with Retroreflective Imaging
The second design element identifies the target object from
each image frame. Object detection is well studied in computer
vision (CV). The proposed marker design and algorithm are
built upon prior CV techniques and inspired by existing works
leveraging retroreflectors for tracking [83, 137, 147]. The
algorithm incorporates simple heuristics that differentiate

2Advanced Lasertag designs can consider multispectral beam splitters to
support multiple input laser wavelengths.

the passive marker from interfering scene objects and run
real-time tracking on resource-constrained hardware.
Retroreflective Marker. The target object is equipped with a
passive marker made of retroreflective tape, cut into a circle,
with a small hole in the center to host a light sensor. After
adding a wide-angle LED to Lasertag, the scene is illuminated
with a specific wavelength that retroreflects off the marker and
back to the image sensor. In general, these retroreflections will
be significantly brighter than other objects in the scene, so
the target will appear as a blob that can be segmented from
background objects. The laser light is then steered to the center
of the blob, so that it can pass through the hole to the sensor
(e.g., photodiode for receiving data, solar-cell for harvesting
energy). Lasertag’s optical design ensures that the laser beam
is sufficiently narrow so the majority of light passes through.

Although retroreflections are generally brighter than
arbitrary scene objects, active luminaries emitting at the same
wavelength have the potential to be brighter. To overcome
this challenge, we leverage the fact that since light is not
retroreflected by the center of the marker (due to the cutout),
the marker’s center pixels will be dimmer than the remainder
of the marker. Confounding luminaries in the scene, however,
will have a roughly uniform illumination within the blob
(e.g., LEDs will emit light from the center of their package).
Consequently, we identify the marker by taking the ratio of
the blob’s overall brightness to the blob’s center brightness,
favoring blobs with higher ratios. We add an additional
weight for the roundness of the blob, since the circular marker
will remain elliptical even under rotation. The entire image
processing algorithm is described in the following section.
Marker Detection and Tracking. To achieve high marker
tracking rates, we develop a lightweight marker detection al-
gorithm based on traditional CV blob detection [26, 45] and
implement trajectory-based region of interest (ROI) window-
ing to increase both frame capture and detection speeds. The
key insight of our detection algorithm is that the passive marker
registers in the image as a distinctly bright region with a known
shape. Based on these characteristics, we isolate the marker
in each frame and determine the pixel corresponding to its
center. This process is visually described in Figure 4. We note
that regardless of the marker’s angular orientation, its center
remains constant in the 2D frames. In addition to localizing
the marker, the output of our detection algorithm informs our
trajectory-based ROI windowing algorithm (Algorithm 1) to
increase Lasertag’s tracking rate. ROI windowing is a camera
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Figure 5: (Left) Fluorescent cap design enabling automatic pixel-to-
voltage mapping. (Right) After steering the laser to each white dot,
we fit a polynomial surface to obtain our mapping functions.

feature that enables reading a smaller window of pixel values,
effectively zooming in to a region of interest. This reduces the
number of pixel values the camera must process and thus de-
creases image capture time [92], which can facilitate real-time
tracking of objects moving at high speeds [111]. We set an ROI
window that hones in on the marker and follows its trajectory.

As shown in Figure 4, after capturing each frame, we
binarize the image using a threshold automatically determined
with Otsu’s method [9]. The retroreflective marker and any
confounding luminaries then appear in the image as clusters
of connected white pixels (i.e., blobs). We run blob detection
on the image to determine the center pixel, bounding box,
and roundness for each region. To isolate our passive marker,
we assign each blob a score based on our marker heuristics
(favoring round regions with high ratio of overall brightness
to center brightness). We then save the blob with the highest
score and return its center pixel coordinate. Finally, we update
the image sensor registers to move the ROI window based on
the updated marker location. If no marker is detected, the ROI
is expanded to encompass the whole image sensor so that the
target can be re-acquired. Our algorithm’s simplicity, afforded
by its tight coupling with the physical design of our passive
marker, enables localization and tracking within milliseconds.

Notably, Lasertag’s framework is inherently flexible and
works with any conventional CV detection technique. While
we demonstrate our system with a passive circular retroreflec-
tive marker, Lasertag is compatible with markers of any shape
and size (e.g., a 3D sphere). Furthermore, Lasertag can support
markerless tracking and active feedback as detailed in §6.

3.3 Fluorescence-based Optical Mapping
The third design element maps the marker’s position on the
image sensor to the steering command required to steer the
laser to the object. Lasertag performs beam steering with
a MEMS mirror – a compact, electromagnetically driven
device in which deflection angles are determined by input
voltages. We enable automatic pixel-to-voltage mapping via
a short, one-time calibration process that is independent of the
environment. The calibration process leverages fluorescence
– a physical phenomenon in which a substance is stimulated by
the light it absorbs, causing it to emit light of a different color
– to shift the outgoing laser’s wavelength to one always visible
to the image sensor. With our optical design, this wavelength
shift allows us to leverage the embedded image sensor to
automatically map all pixel locations to steering voltages,

Input: µ: Sensor mode, α or τ .
Output: (x,y): Absolute center pixel of the marker.

1 Function Track(µ):
2 while True do
3 I←Capture new image
4 (x′,y′)←Detect(I)
5 if (x′,y′)=None then
6 µ← α

7 Set sensor resolution to Wα×Hα

8 Set sensor readout offset to (0,0)
9 Set sensor readout area to (W,H)

10 Skip to next iteration
11 if µ = α then
12 µ← τ

13 tx←(x′−Wα/2)∗W/Wα

14 ty←(y′−Hα/2)∗H/Hα

15 Set sensor resolution to Wτ×Hτ

16 Set sensor readout offset to (tx,ty)
17 Set sensor readout area to (W/z,H/z)
18 else
19 ox←(x′−Wτ/2)∗(W/z)/Wτ

20 oy←(y′−Hτ/2)∗(H/z)/Hτ

21 (tx,ty)←Updated sensor readout offset
22 (x,y)←(ox+tx,oy+ty)
23 Set sensor readout offset to (tx+ox,ty+oy)
24 return (x,y)
Algorithm 1: Marker tracking algorithm for an image sensor
with a W×H active area. After marker acquisition (µ =α), the
Wα×Hα resolution is scaled to Wτ×Hτ for tracking (µ =τ) and
the active pixel readout window is reduced to W/z×H/z.

bypassing the requirement of accurate angular measurements.
Specifically, we borrow from the field of fluorescence

microscopy [97, 109] and use fluorescent powder to shift the
laser wavelength after it has been steered to one visible to the
image sensor. We design a small plastic cap that is placed over
the optical circuit’s exit lens during the calibration process
(Figure 5). It is coated with either an up-converting [40]
or down-converting phosphor [82]3. The cap is a hollow
hemisphere whose interior is a minimum distance of 2 cm
from the fisheye lens at all points. This design enforces the
minimum required distance between the fluorescent surface
and fisheye lens to mitigate comatic aberrations (which result
in comet-like tails around the fluorescing spot, leading to map-
ping errors) [56]. We empirically determine this distance in our
system to be 2 cm. To do so, we fix the steering unit’s outgoing
laser angle and place a fluorescent surface in the beam’s path
in the far field. We then shift the surface towards the unit along
the beam until the center coordinate of the fluorescent spot’s
blob changes, indicating the minimum distance.

Finally, to generalize the mapping to any pixel on the image,
we fit two 3D surfaces with a subset of laser steering voltages
and pixel positions. With the fluorescent cap installed, we
steer the laser to the center of the fisheye lens, then scan

3For up-converting phosphors, higher wavelength photons are absorbed
causing lower wavelength photons to be emitted. Down-converting phosphors
absorb lower wavelength photons and emit higher wavelengths.



the beam in an Archimedian spiral [81] to cover N spots on
the cap (Figure 5). Steering via the MEMS mirror requires
applying two voltages, vx, and vy, corresponding to the two
orthogonal scanning axes. Given the fisheye lens’s large
distortion on its edges, we decrease the step size between
adjacent steering voltages at larger spiral radii, enabling an
accurate mapping despite the spatial compression. Since
the sensed pixel position is influenced by both vx and vy, we
feed (x,y,vx) and (x,y,vy) through a multivariate, polynomial
regression algorithm to obtain our mapping functions:

mx(x,y)=
3

∑
i=0

3

∑
j=0

ai jxiy j, my(x,y)=
3

∑
i=0

3

∑
j=0

bi jxiy j,

where the coefficients ai j and bi j are determined by the re-
spective regressions. We choose a third-degree polynomial to
account for the nonlinear relationship between steering voltage
and outgoing beam angle. Overall the calibration takes roughly
ten minutes, creating the functions later used by Lasertag to
map an identified marker to a steering command in real time.
Notably, this streamlined calibration can be automatically run
across environments and can be repeated at any point through-
out deployment to maintain steering accuracy. This makes
it highly flexible compared to alternative systems requiring
hard-coded system parameters [4, 126], gimbal positions [20],
uplink feedback [1, 64], or complex learning strategies [39].

3.4 Predictive Steering for High Mobility
The fourth design element overcomes the low frame rate of
conventional image sensors and delays associated with laser
steering devices. Conventional image sensors have a low
frame rate (30-60 FPS), which results in a considerable delay
between consecutive frames. Additionally, laser steering takes
a non-negligible amount of time (on the order of milliseconds).
These delays can cause a steering gap between the current
and subsequent target locations, particularly when tracking
fast-moving objects (e.g., flying drones which accelerate to
over 20 m/s2 when making sharp turns). As a consequence,
laser alignment continuity can easily be disrupted.

To address this problem, we exploit movement continuity
on a micro timescale and propose predictive steering, wherein
we (1) predict the target’s expected location in the next frame,
(2) interpolate locations from now to the next frame, and (3)
steer to interpolated locations until a new frame is ready. This
upsampling strategy achieves smoother laser steering and
handles fast movement more effectively. While upsampling
techniques are common in the domain of audio and image
processing [34, 71, 140], they are usually performed offline,
requiring the signal to be captured in advance. In the scenario
of real-time laser tracking and steering, we must predict the
next steering location using only historical data.

The rationale of mobility prediction stems from the
continuous nature of motion at micro timescales. Although
motion is typically non-deterministic, it is still subject to
certain constraints. For example, speed and acceleration are
bounded and cannot be changed instantaneously. Therefore, by

Input: M: Prediction buffer size, ε̄: Nominal steering delay.
Output: None.

1 Function Steer(M,ε̄):
2 Let B,s,b be an empty array of length M
3 while True do
4 T← Time since last iteration
5 if first iteration then
6 (x0,y0)←Track(α)
7 else
8 (x0,y0)←Track(τ)
9 Append (x0,y0) to B

10 Skip to next iteration if length(B) ̸=M
11 (sx,sy)

(0)←B[0]
12 (bx,by)

(0)←B[1]−B[0]
13 for i←1 to M−1 do
14 (sx,sy)

(i)← Smooth B[i] with Eq. (1)
15 (bx,by)

(i)← Estimate trend with Eq. (2)
16 (xT ,yT )←(sx+bx,sy+by)

(M−1)

17 ∆← Time since call to Track(. . . )
18 t←∆+ε̄

19 while t≤T−ε̄ do
20 δ =(yT−y0)/(xT−x0)
21 xt =x0+t∗(xT−x0)/T
22 yt =δ ∗(xT−x0)+y0
23 (vx,vy)←(mx(xt ,yt),my(xt ,yt))
24 Set mirror voltage to (vx,vy)
25 εi← Time since previous nested iteration
26 t← t+εi

27 Delete B[0]
Algorithm 2: Predictive steering algorithm to continuously
steer the laser light to pixels (xt ,yt) lying between the captured
marker position (x0,y0) and predicted final location (xT ,yT ) ex-
pected at time T . The ith iteration of the double exponential
prediction is denoted by a superscript (i).

utilizing historical data, it is feasible to learn motion dynamics
and predict the object’s next location. Numerous techniques
for motion prediction have been proposed, including double
exponential filters [48, 74], Kalman filters [7, 78, 143], and
neural networks [44, 113]. In our implementation (§4), we
utilize a double exponential predictor due to its low compu-
tational overhead. Our framework is generic, however, and
can work with any motion prediction model as outlined in §6.

The double exponential predictor is a time-series forecasting
method that utilizes a double exponential filter to smooth the
input data and estimate future trends [48]. At a high level, the
predictor first applies a double exponential filter to the time
series data and obtains a smoothed estimate of the underlying
trend [98]. Then, it predicts future values by adding the
estimated slope of the trend to the current smoothed value. We
define the smoothing and trend estimation at iteration i as:

s(i)=αr(i)+(1−α)
(

s(i−1)+b(i−1)
)
, (1)

b(i)=β

(
s(i)−s(i−1)

)
+(1−β )b(i−1), (2)

where the raw input is represented by r(i), the smoothed value
is s(i), and b(i) is the best estimate of the trend. The parameters
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Figure 6: Predictive steering methodology that maximizes the num-
ber of steers within a time period T , taking into account the estimated
initial steering time ε̄ , image processing and prediction overhead ∆,
and subsequent steering overheads ε{1...n−1}.

α,β ∈ [0,1] are the smoothing parameters that control the
weight given to current and past values. In general, α and
β values can be chosen with empirical guidance4, where
larger values assign stronger weights to recent inputs and
are suitable for faster motions. Given the smoothed value
s(i) and estimated trend b(i), the next prediction is defined as
s(i+1)=s(i)+b(i) occurring at iteration i+1.

Figure 6 and Algorithm 2 describe the detailed steps. Once
an image frame is captured at time t0, the system predicts the tar-
get location (xT ,yT ) at the next frame. The predicted location
is produced at time t1 after image processing delay ∆. The sys-
tem then utilizes linear interpolation to infer locations between
the captured pixel coordinate (x0,y0) and predicted coordinate
(xT ,yT ). It consecutively steers laser beam to these locations,
taking into account the steering delay. Specifically, a steering
command sent at ti steers the laser beam to the interpolated
location expected at time ti+εi. Since εi is not known before
the command at ti completes, we steer to the expected location
based on the average steering delay ε̄ ≈ εi. Since Lasertag’s
mirror moves only a small amount between subsequent steers,
ε̄ is a suitable approximation for ε (see §5.3).

4 Prototype Implementation
The Lasertag prototype consists of the core unit, containing the
imaging and laser-steering subsystems, and a separate marker.
The marker is a 7 cm diameter circle made of retroreflective
tape [107]. We cut a 2 cm diameter hole in the center to place
a photodiode (PD) [50] for performance evaluation.
Imaging Subsystem. The imaging subsystem images the
scene to identify the marker’s location. Two 520 nm LEDs [93]
are placed next to the system’s fisheye lens to flood the scene
with green light. The green light reflects off the retroreflective
marker and passes through the fisheye lens. The light then
traverses the optical beamsplitter [130] and a 633 nm notch
filter [105], which removes any stray reflections from the laser
steering subsystem. Next, light passes through a 520 nm band-
pass filter [125] with a 55 nm pass region bandwidth. The
monochrome light is focused using an f =16mm focal length
lens [106], before finally arriving at a 5 MP image sensor [102].
The processing pipeline is built upon the OpenMV H7 Plus

4Other prediction algorithms (see §5.3) can eliminate parameter tuning.
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Figure 7: The Lasertag prototype and resulting beam profile mea-
sured at different distances.

platform. We perform adaptive windowing by sending IOCTL
commands directly to the image sensor.
Laser-Steering Subsystem. The laser steering subsystem
takes the marker location from the imaging subsystem and
feeds the appropriate steering voltages to a digital-input
MEMS driver [91] operating with an SPI bus frequency of
25 MHz. We utilize a 638 nm laser diode [129] with the driving
current capped to 120 mA, resulting in 50 mW of optical power.
The outgoing laser light is focused using an f = 2.75mm as-
pheric lens [128]. After the aspheric lens, the laser light reflects
off a 2.4 mm MEMS mirror [88] with a steering bandwidth of
300 Hz. Finally, the laser light passes through an f = 20mm
triplet lens [133]. The laser light then reflects off the beam-
splitter and through the fisheye lens [103], achieving a 3 dB
half-angle (x, y) divergence of (0.6, 0.8) degrees.

5 Evaluation
We evaluate Lasertag’s tethering efficacy in the context of three
practical applications, followed by micro-benchmarks and the
impact of practical factors. A demonstration is available at [15].

5.1 Experimental Setup
Since application-specific performance (e.g., communication,
power delivery) fundamentally relies on the ability to maintain
a constant laser connection, we primarily focus on evaluating
Lasertag’s tethering efficacy. We then translate these results to
application specific performance with additional experiments.
Ground Truth. We assemble a separate optical unit to collect
ground truth marker and laser beam positions (Figure 8a). We
combine two 2.4 MP cameras [138] with a 50:50 beamsplitter
and place a fisheye lens [104] on the beamsplitter’s output for
imaging. Each camera has a 520 nm or 633 nm bandpass filter
for isolating the marker or laser spot. We add two 520 nm LEDs
to generate retroreflective light. Each camera streams images
to a host computer, in parallel, at an average 315 FPS. Frames
from both cameras are synced by minimizing the difference
between frame timestamps, and aligned by applying a homo-
graphic transform. We perform binarization, blob detection,
and ellipse contouring to localize the laser spot and marker in
each frame. The marker velocity is then estimated by taking
the Euclidean distance between the marker’s center in adjacent
frames and dividing by the frame interval. Notably, we mea-
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Figure 8: Experimental setup for evaluating Lasertag in the context of three different practical scenarios.

sure pixel velocity instead of physical velocity since Lasertag’s
performance is only dependent on pixel changes. Since pixel
velocities scale with distance (e.g., a fast-moving object close
to Lasertag has a large pixel velocity, and a slower pixel velocity
when it is farther away), we can generalize Lasertag’s perfor-
mance to any distance. We also add an accelerometer [99] to
the target to complement the velocity data.
Evaluation Metrics. We measure tethering efficacy via: (1)
the physical offset between the center of the laser beam and
marker; (2) the normalized laser power received by a PD colo-
cated with the marker.

We compute the first metric from ground-truth videos.
For each ground truth frame, we compute the pixel offset as
the Euclidean distance between the laser and marker blobs
in the image. To convert pixel offset to physical offset, we
approximate the focal length f of the optical ground-truth
camera using the MATLAB and a conventional checkerboard
calibration pattern. Assuming minimal lens distortion and a
fixed marker depth d relative to the image plane, the physical
offset o (in meters) corresponding to a pixel offset p (in pixels)
is o = p∗d ∗1/ f [79], where f is experimentally measured
to be 322.5 pixels. Notably, this equation can also be used
to relate pixel velocity to physical velocity, where o is in m/s
and p is in px/s. Since transient marker occlusions and image
processing noise impact our measurements, we extract the
most likely offset by applying a rolling median window of
width 100 px/s over the velocity-offset pairs. We also ignore
velocities higher than the 98th percentile (710 px/s) and lower
than the 2nd percentile (13 px/s) due to lack of samples.

The second metric is measured by a PD placed at the
center of the marker on the target. Throughout target motion,
accelerometer data and PD voltage are sampled at 1 ksps by
a micro-controller [5]. PD voltage and velocity data are then
synced together to associate each PD reading with a velocity.
We then perform a series of signal processing techniques to
remove the confounding factors of depth, angular response,
laser power, and occlusion – all of which detrimentally
affect the PD’s response but do not indicate poor tethering
performance. First, we observe that signal fluctuations due to
target motion occur with a frequency between 3 Hz and 500 Hz.
Thus we perform a 0.5 Hz rolling average of the signal’s 99th

percentile, removing signal spikes caused by PD/ADC noise.
We then rescale the readings between the 99th percentile
rolling average and the PD’s noise floor (83 mV), partially
removing the impact of the PD’s angular response, experiment

depth, and laser power. To account for temporary PD occlusion,
we apply a rolling median window of width 100 px/s, and
ignore velocities above 710 px/s and below 13 px/s.
Evaluation Procedure. We evaluate Lasertag in an enclosed
indoor space. To understand the contribution of predictive steer-
ing, we also evaluate Lasertag without predictive steering as
our baseline. First, we place the Lasertag core unit and ground
truth measurement device on a 0.9 m height table (Figure 8a).
Second, we place the marker and sensing components on the
target (Figure 8). Third, we turn on a 1100 lx floor lamp (mea-
sured 1 m away) to provide ambient light and guidance for the
drone’s optical positioning. Finally, we place the target at a
fixed depth 5 of either 0.8 m, 2.4 m, or 4 m from the Lasertag
core unit, and record 3-8 minute trials for both steering meth-
ods at each depth. We synthesize over 1.6 million velocity
measurements with associated PD readings. Laser safety re-
quirements are maintained for all experiments, and since the
laser’s reflections are mainly retroreflective, authors were only
exposed to diffuse, eye-safe reflections.
Translating Tethering Efficacy. We translate tethering re-
sults to communication performance by mapping the marker
PD’s voltage to the BER of a 1 Gbps stationary link between
Lasertag and an avalanche photodiode (APD) [124]. First, we
generate a random 1024-bit OOK, non-return-to-zero packet
with an arbitrary waveform generator [62] connected to the
Lasertag laser diode. Second, we colocate the APD and marker
PD using a 50:50 beamsplitter, ensuring both sensors receive
an identical copy of the modulated laser light. Third, we simul-
taneously capture the APD’s received signals using an oscil-
loscope [63] and the corresponding voltage of the marker PD.
For each packet, we decode the signal in MATLAB, compute
the BER, and measure the marker PD’s voltage. We then vary
the link’s SNR by programmatically decreasing laser power.
To extrapolate to all possible voltages, we fit all recorded sam-
ples with a sigmoid function (R2 of 0.992). We then apply
this function to our experimental PD values to obtain a BER
over time. This methodology avoids placing the wired APD
on our experimental targets which would restrict their motion.
Translating tethering results to power-delivery performance
is straightforward, as harvested power is directly proportional
to connection time. We avoid reporting charging efficacy as it
highly depends on the specific laser and solar cell.

5The max distance is greater than this depth, since path length increases at
extreme steering angles. This is accounted for with our adaptive normalization.
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Figure 9: (a-b) Distribution and velocity trends of received normalized power and physical offset across all scenarios. (c) Velocity distribution
from individual scenarios. (d-f) Velocity breakdowns for each scenario.

5.2 Tethering Efficacy
To examine tethering efficacy, we consider object motions in
three applications well-primed for the benefits of laser light: (1)
ground-to-drone laser communication, (2) laser communica-
tion for VR, and (3) mobile power delivery using lasers. Across
scenarios, our targets underwent realistic motions including
unpredictable movements, jitter, velocity swings, and rotations.
Performance Overview. Across all applications, predictive
steering consistently aligns the laser beam center with the
PD on the target, delivering a median normalized laser power
of 0.97 on average, compared to only 0.85 without predictive
steering. Similarly, the median offset seen with predictive steer-
ing is 1.03 cm on average, compared to 1.17 cm for without
predictive steering. To maintain the laser tether in the face of
steering errors, the laser beam divergence could be expanded to
increase the beam spot size and compensate for steering offsets,
at the expense of energy efficiency. The required half-angle
beam divergence to maintain the link in the face of a 1.17 cm
offset is≈0.67° for a marker depth of 1 m. This low beam di-
vergence corresponds to a relatively well-collimated beam, and
thus Lasertag can efficiently deliver the majority of outputted
laser energy to the marker’s receiver. Histograms of received
normalized power and offsets across all scenarios are shown
in Figure 9a, demonstrating predictive steering’s performance
gain. We attribute this gain to the boosted steering rate of our
predictive steering algorithm, achieving average rates up to
151 Hz from the baseline 36 Hz. As shown in Figure 9b, while
predictive steering maintains relatively constant performance
across velocities, baseline steering performance considerably
declines. At the maximum observed marker speed of 710 px/s,
corresponding to a physical speed of 8.8 m/s at a depth of 4 m,
predictive steering achieves, on average, a 32% higher median
power and 26% lower median offset than baseline steering.

In the context of power delivery, these results indicate that

Lasertag is able to deliver 97% of its laser power to mobile de-
vice,compared to 85% with baseline steering. Translating these
results to communication performance, we observe a median
BER of 1.15×10−8 (p25 = 8.19×10−9, p75 = 7.97×10−5) for
predictive steering and 6.25×10−7 (p25 = 9.26×10−9, p75 =
3.97×10−4) for baseline steering. Notably, this corresponds to
a 54-fold improvement in BER utilizing predictive steering. In-
cluding periods when the link was fully occluded, we observe
mean BERs of 2.62× 10−2 and 5.03× 10−2 for predictive
and baseline steering, respectively. To improve these results,
the laser power can be increased to improve the overall SNR
(thereby decreasing BER), or lower throughputs (e.g., 100s
of Mbps) can be considered to relax the SNR requirements.

Diving into each application, we observe that Lasertag’s
performance is highly dependent on not only the target’s
velocity, but also its trajectory. We identify two broad classes
of object motion: (1) continuous linear movement; (2) short
periods of linear or angular movement, which register as bursts
of small, seemingly random displacements (later referred
to as micro-movements). Importantly, both continuous and
micro-movements can occur at all velocities. For instance,
although the drone predominately flies in a continuous, linear
fashion at a variety of speeds, VR games generate a combi-
nation of slow and rapid angular head movements, generating
micro-movements of varying velocities. The presence of
continuous, linear motion vs. micro-movements affects the
received power and offset achieved by both steering methods.

Lastly, we observe that the distribution of velocities across
applications is heavily positively skewed (Figure 9c). Since
there are fewer samples recorded at higher velocities, we
observe a larger variance in received power and offset at
higher velocities. Despite this, predictive steering maintains
a tighter confidence interval around the median than baseline
steering. Additionally, a slightly lower PD reading and higher



offset exists at the lowest pixel velocities which we attribute
to occlusion not accounted for by our adaptive normalization.
Below we break down our results by application and examine
the impact of specific motions on Lasertag’s tethering efficacy.
Drone Communication. We consider maintaining a commu-
nication link with a moving aerial drone for our first application
scenario. We track, in real-time, a DJI Mini 2 drone flying with
a maximum acceleration of 29 m/s2 in the z-direction and
19 m/s2 in the x-y plane. At each starting depth, the drone flew
left-to-right in repeated sweeps across the room, each measur-
ing roughly 5 m horizontally. With the exception of take-off
and landing, the drone maintained a relatively constant ver-
tical position. As shown in Figure 9c, a significant number
of samples at low velocities were collected, corresponding
to instances in which the drone was changing direction, such
that the gradient of pixel movement was close to zero. The
second peak and tail of the distribution correspond to samples
collected while the drone cruised across the room.

On average across all measured velocities, predictive steer-
ing delivers 27% higher median-normalized laser power than
baseline steering and maintains a 22% smaller median offset.
As the marker velocity increases beyond 230 px/s, predictive
steering maintains median normalized powers above 0.86 and
median offsets less than 1.11 cm. In contrast, baseline steering
performance significantly declines, such that at the maximum
recorded velocity of 710 px/s it achieves a median normalized
power of 0.71 and median 1.61 cm offset. Translating these
results to communication performance, we observe a median
BER of 9.26×10−9 for predictive steering and 2.73×10−6

for baseline steering. Notably, a large portion of the drone’s
motion consists of continuous, linear motion, which is ideal for
double exponential prediction. As such, we observe increased
tethering performance with predictive steering enabled.
Laser VR. For our second scenario, we consider laser com-
munication to a VR headset for high-quality content streaming.
We track a Pico4 VR headset while the participant plays a
game, moving left/right up to 5 m, up/down up to 1.8 m, and
back/forth up to 5 m. Throughout all trials, the VR headset expe-
rienced a maximum acceleration of 37 m/s2 in the z-direction
and 15 m/s2 in the x-y plane.

As shown in Figure 9e, predictive steering and baseline
steering achieve median normalized laser powers of 0.99 and
0.98 and offsets of 0.81 cm and 0.89 cm, respectively, with rel-
atively constant performance across velocities. The noticeably
smaller performance gain of predictive steering is due to the
prominence of micro-movements throughout VR gameplay.
While such movements are typically not amenable to predictive
steering, here they correspond to small (albeit fast) physical dis-
placements of the marker such that the PD remains within the
laser beam’s diameter at all times. Steering without prediction
similarly benefits from this motion pattern. Translating these
results to communication performance, we observe a median
BER of 1.11×10−8 for predictive steering and 1.18×10−8 for
baseline steering. For high-resolution VR requiring multiple

Gbps of throughput, the laser power can be increased to
improve the overall SNR and decrease the resulting BER.
Mobile Power Delivery. For our final scenario, we consider
the potential of continuously delivering power to mobile de-
vices. We track the back of a smartphone while a participant
performs various actions, including (1) talking on the phone
while walking, (2) pausing to answer a video call, and (3) bend-
ing over while on the phone. Throughout trials, the participant
moved left/right up to 5 m, up/down up to 1.8 m, and back/forth
up to 5 m. The phone experienced a maximum acceleration of
49 m/s2 in the z-direction and 27 m/s2 in the x-y plane.

As shown in Figure 9f, predictive steering on average de-
livers 19% higher median normalized laser power. Predictive
steering consistently achieves median normalized laser powers
above 0.90. In the context of power delivery, this translates to a
mobile device receiving over 90% of laser energy from the core
unit. The median offset achieved by baseline steering on aver-
age is 1.33 cm, compared to 1.25 cm with predictive steering.
As in the case of drone motion, higher velocities see increased
performance differences between predictive and baseline steer-
ing. Additionally, during slower motions, the user occasionally
occluded the PD, causing a consistent decline in power at ve-
locities below 300 px/s that negatively skewed the median.

5.3 Tethering Micro-benchmarks
Motion Prediction. To assess the accuracy of motion pre-
diction, we compare the predicted marker pixel locations with
ground truth values. We first downsample the ground truth
values (recorded at 315 FPS) to the average frame rate of
Lasertag’s image sensor (36 FPS). We then compare our pre-
diction algorithm to two reference points: (1) baseline without
prediction, which treats the target’s current location as its next
location; (2) optimal case, which uses a brute-force search to
find the optimal hyperparameters α,β of the double exponen-
tial filter for each application. Although the optimal case is not
practical for real-time applications due to the time-consuming
brute-force search, we include it as an upper bound for compar-
ison. We quantify prediction error as the Euclidean distance
between the predicted and ground truth marker pixel locations
and report the mean/STDV of prediction error.

As shown in Figure 10a, compared to the baseline, our
predictive steering algorithm reduces prediction error by
roughly half in all applications, achieving an average error of
1.67 px, corresponding to a 1.04 cm error at a distance of 2 m.
The difference between our prediction algorithm to the optimal
case is, on average, only 0.3 px (1.8 mm at 2 m). Across predic-
tion methods, we observe that applications with higher marker
velocities (i.e., drone motion) see higher mean prediction er-
rors. This relationship arises because higher marker velocities
correspond to larger displacements of the marker between
consecutive frames. Inaccurate predicted locations are then
increasingly far from the actual location. Tuning of the double
exponential parameters or more sophisticated motion predic-
tion models (§6) could improve accuracy at higher speeds.
Angular Range. Next we measure the angular range of the
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Figure 10: Lasertag micro-benchmarks and practical considerations including (a) prediction accuracy, (b) angular range of the steering and
imaging subsystems, (c) the timing breakdown, and (d) impact of background noise.

laser subsystem and the imaging subsystem. To quantify the
imaging range, we place a power meter [131] at the center of
the retroreflective marker to measure optical power. We then
rotate the marker in 10° increments when 18 cm away from
Lasertag and measure the power at each angle. To measure the
laser subsystem’s range, we measure the maximum received
power at each angle, indicating how efficient the optical circuit
is at delivering laser light to any angle. In both scenarios, we
measure the received power relative to the maximum power.

As shown in Figure 10b, the laser subsystem is capable of
delivering over 56% of its laser power up to±95°, covering 10°
more than a full hemisphere before dropping below its−3 dB
point. Notably, the steering is slightly asymmetrical around
the 0° mark. We hypothesize this is due to reduced MEMS
mirror area at extreme positive angles, which lowers reflection
efficiency [90]. The imaging subsystem delivers≥66% of its
power to the marker center over a±81° range. This is because
at extreme angles, the circular retroreflective marker becomes
distorted, resulting in an incorrect center measurement.

System Speed. Finally we evaluate the delay of each step in
Lasertag and plot the timing breakdown in Figure 10c. Overall,
image capture takes the most time (27.8 ms), limited by the
frame rate (36 FPS). Lasertag runs other steps in parallel with
image capture, including target tracking (7.9 ms), motion pre-
diction and interpolation (≈ 0.1 ms), and consecutive steering
(2.1 ms each on average). On average, these timing constraints
support up to four predictive steers before the next frame is
requested. For a tag moving with an angular speed of 1 °/s
(roughly corresponding to 10 px/s), the MEMS mirror takes
approximately 0.6 ms to rotate to its updated physical deflec-
tion angle. The angular response is nonlinear, maxing out at
≈6 ms for angles above 30°. Notably, all these durations are
extremely variable and dependent on hardware characteristics,
image sensor configuration, and marker movement. Conse-
quently, we observe a variable frame rate from 238 FPS (when
the marker is stationary) to 14 FPS (when the marker is caus-
ing frequent ROI window updates). As a result, the number
of predictive steers varies from an observed minimum of one
to a maximum of eighteen. Faster MCUs and a streamlined
MEMS communication protocol would decrease the overall
time spent in image processing and communicating with the
mirror, thereby enabling more steering between frames.

5.4 Practical Considerations
Finally, we investigate practical aspects of Lasertag.
Power Consumption. Using a Monsoon FTA22D power me-
ter, we measure the power consumption of Lasertag (Table 1).
Overall, the power consumption of the MCU, image sensor,
and MEMS mirror is less than 1.5 W, 70% smaller than the
minimum power consumption of common computer vision
processors, e.g., the 5 W Jetson Nano. Notably, our chosen
laser consumes 353 mW of input power to generate 50 mW of
optical power. Higher efficiency/lower-power diodes can fit
seamlessly within the system to lower the power consumption.
Noisy Environments. To examine Lasertag’s robustness
against confounding scene objects, we directly measure the
perceived brightness of the retoreflective marker (cut to three
diameters) and common scene objects (e.g. reflective screens,
glass, whiteboards). Figure 10d plots the mean brightness of
the marker as function of distance. In general, larger mark-
ers retroreflect more light than smaller markers, resulting in
brighter blobs on the image sensor.6. In general, fairly low-
power LEDs have comparable brightness to the retroreflective
markers, supporting our claim that active markers would im-
prove Lasertag’s overall power efficiency at the cost of sys-
tem complexity. Additionally, these results validate the impor-
tance of the marker detection algorithm in §3.2 which enables
Lasertag to operate with bright light sources in the scene.
Ambient Light. Similar to supported imaging range, ambient
light rejection is tightly coupled with the chosen optical filters.
To reject more ambient light, a narrow bandpass filter can be
utilized to only pass a small subset of wavelengths. In our
implementation, we opted for a wider bandwidth (55 nm) filter
to match the broad emission spectrum of the 520 nm LEDs.
Despite the wide bandwidth, it still required over 200.000 lx
of light to saturate the image sensor using a white LED.

6 Discussion
Additional Tracking Modes. Our framework is compat-
ible with any image-based detection technique and is thus
application-agnostic. The tracking system may be configured
to support two additional modes: (1) tracking active markers,
and (2) markerless object tracking. An active marker can be

6We observe a decrease in blob brightness within 1 m of Lasertag due to the
majority of retroreflective light returning to their source instead of overlapping
with the colocated fisheye lens.



Table 1: Average Lasertag power consumption breakdown.

Imaging Power (mW) Steering Power (mW)

MCU 596 50mW LD 353
Image sensor 692 MEMS mirror 159
2x LEDs 305

Subtotal 1593 mW Subtotal 512 mW

realized by adding an active light emitter (e.g., IR LED) to the
target, potentially enabling alignment feedback or uplink com-
munication (e.g., using frequency modulation). This would
also increase sensing ranges and robustness to background ob-
jects or targeted attacks (e.g., use of "spoofing" markers to fool
Lasertag). The second mode requires no marker on the object,
and relies fully on either standard feature detection algorithms
or machine learning models to identify the target. Prior work
has examined the tracking of people [10], traffic [24], and ar-
bitrary objects [122], which can be plugged into the Lasertag
framework. We leave these explorations to future work.
Motion Prediction. More sophisticated prediction models
can predict the target’s next position with higher accuracy. Re-
cent work has proposed learning models that can be trained to
learn complex patterns and relationships between an object’s
motion and its surrounding environment [13, 38, 117]. To test
the potential benefits of deep learning prediction for Lasertag,
we apply the N-euro Predictor [117] to the data collected during
our experiments without further fine-tuning. This model re-
duced the prediction error from an average of 1.67 px to 0.8 px,
a 52% decrease. This performance boost requires more power-
ful hardware for neural network inference, which Lasertag can
support depending on the application requirements.
Path Blockage. Lasertag can support non-line of sight appli-
cations by leveraging its image sensor to find reflections in the
scene and peer around obstructions. For example, imagine a
scenario where the Lasertag core unit and a target are separated
by a wall, but to one end of the wall is a mirror that is visible by
both. The core unit will see the target’s reflection in the mirror,
and can steer the laser beam to the reflection. Because of path
symmetry between the image sensor and laser, the beam will
reflect off the mirror and onto the target.

7 Related Work
Colocating Tracking/Positioning with Laser Steering.
Prior work has studied the integration of object acquisition,
tracking, and laser steering to maintain connection of a laser
beam with a target object. To the best of our knowledge, no
existing systems integrate target-agnostic computer vision
based tracking with laser steering. Existing systems often equip
the target with retroreflectors [14, 59, 77, 83, 86, 87], photo-
diodes [87], or active emitters like LEDs [83, 87, 95, 134] or
laser beacons [12,20,61,119,123,139,144]. Lasertag imposes
no restrictions on the target’s design, as it can be reconfig-
ured to support tracking and steering to any object visible to
the embedded camera. [4, 126] require a multi-camera sys-
tem to determine the mirror tilt needed to steer to a 3D po-

sition. These systems must be carefully calibrated by hard-
coding the camera system’s parameters [4, 126]. Lasertag
requires no a priori knowledge of camera characteristics, in-
stead automatically determining the correct steering parame-
ters during the mapping stage. [59,83,86,87] perform iterative
scans to track and steer to a passive mobile target. In contrast,
Lasertag continuously steers directly to the target and thus
does not suffer from tether downtime resulting from scanning.
While [59, 83, 86, 87] perform several demonstrations of their
system and describe its design, quantified performance results
are not provided. [1, 2, 14, 39, 51, 64] rely on uplink feedback
between the transmitter and receiver, either to enable initial
beam alignment [1, 64, 141], continuously communicate link
quality [39, 51] or receive GPS locations [2, 14]. We employ a
purely optical approach that does not require uplink feedback.
Laser Steering. Laser beam steering mechanisms fall into
two categories: non-mechanical and mechanical. Mechanical
beam steering mechanisms involving rotating mirrors have
large steering ranges but tend to be bulky, sensitive to me-
chanical stress, and limited in steering resolution [60, 142].
Non-mechanical beam steering mechanisms include acousto-
optic deflectors [121,136], optical gratings [11,41,67,80,100],
tunable liquid lenses [22, 101, 150], phased arrays [29, 30, 35],
and MEMS mirrors [33, 47, 85, 146]. Overall, MEMS mirror
are the most appealing due to their small size, low cost, and
robustness. Other solutions lead to significant loss of optical
power during steering [121, 136], suffer from limited FoVs
and switching speeds [11,22,41,67,80,100,101,150], or have
limited commercial availability [29, 30, 35].
3D Object Positioning and Tracking. [94] and [37] explore
the use of feature matching combined with reprojection to
perform 3D tracking. A large body of work explores light-
based positioning and tracking techniques that do not employ
cameras [42, 65, 76], including those requiring [46, 70, 110]
active emitters or photodiodes [31,52,145] on the target. Other
3D object localization methodologies include ultrasonic [21],
LiDAR [49], MEMS [73, 87], IMU [36, 72], and RF [3, 8, 57,
68,120,148] sensing. As discussed in §2, these methodologies
are nontrivial to integrate with laser steering devices.
8 Conclusion
We present Lasertag, a reconfigurable framework for laser
tethering with highly mobile targets. Extensive evaluation
shows that Lasertag can maintain laser alignment with rapidly
moving targets equipped with retroreflective markers. Lasertag
paves the way for a myriad of laser-based mobile applications,
including laser communication and wireless power delivery.
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